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SENIOR MANAGEMENT AND PROFESSIONAL TEAM

Michael Ricks – Chief Executive Officer

Michael joined imGO in December 2000 from Ericsson, one of imGO’s major shareholders,

where he was President and CEO of Ericsson (China) Company Ltd. With some twenty years

of experience in the telecommunications and IT industry, Michael has spent a major part of

his career in Asia, mostly in leadership positions with multinational companies. Earlier in his

career, Michael was a founder in a California startup that resulted in him joining Plessey in

the UK. During his tenure at Plessey (later GPT Ltd. and today known as Marconi), he started

up their first operating venture in China, SIDTEC Ltd., where he served as the first Managing

Director for over three years.

Michael joined Ericsson in 1993 and was part of the team that built the Ericsson China

operations into a highly profitable business of some US$3 billion of local China sales and a

US$4.5 billion worldwide supply center for the Ericsson group. In addition to his corporate

investment experience, Michael has also been active as a Limited Partner in two China-

focused funds, China Internet Ventures and Mobile Internet Partners Ltd. Michael holds a

BA from the University of California at San Diego and a MBA from the University of Chicago

Graduate School of Business.
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SENIOR MANAGEMENT AND PROFESSIONAL TEAM (CON’T)

William Fong – Managing Director

Bill joined imGO as Managing Director in May 2000 and was the company’s first employee.

He was previously with Lazard where he specialized in telecommunications and technology

investments for its Asian funds.

Throughout his career, Bill has focused on investments in the wireless sector, including

service provision and enabling technologies. He currently serves on the Board of Distacom

Communications, a private regional telecommunications holding company with operations

in Hong Kong, India, and formerly Japan (Distacom’s interest in Tokyo Digital Phone was

acquired by Vodafone/AirTouch). He also served on the Board of Mandarin Communications

(now Sunday Communications, Nasdaq: SDAY and SEHK: 866) and Spice Communications.

In addition, Bill is a Director of imGO’s wholly owned real property subsidiaries and has

played a key role in numerous technology/media venture capital and direct investment

transactions including Ngai Lik Industrial (SEHK: 332) and Sing Tao Holdings (SEHK: 233).

Rounding out his extensive experience, Bill has also worked as an attorney for Buchalter,

Nemer, Fields & Younger where he specialized in corporate finance, public finance, and

corporate reorganizations. Bill holds a BA in Computer Science from Columbia University

and a JD and MBA from the University of Southern California.

Monica Chui – Vice President

Monica joined imGO in July 2001 from HSBC Private Equity Asia where she was an

Investment Director. During her five years with HSBC, Monica sourced and led transactions

across Asia in various sectors including network integration, Internet, telecommunications,

contract manufacturing and consumer industries. Monica also led new private equity

business development initiatives in Southeast Asia for HSBC. Monica was a non-executive

Director on the boards of Wafer Systems, one of the most well established network

integrators in the PRC and FoodStar Inc, which owns the TGI Fridays restaurant franchise in

Korea.

Before HSBC, Monica was a senior manager for two years on the Greater China investment

banking team of Jardine Fleming Securities. Prior to joining Jardine Fleming, Monica gained

extensive regulatory experiences from her two-year tenure at the Listing Division of the

Hong Kong Exchange. She also worked as a commercial banker at the Royal Bank of

Scotland in the City of London for four years prior to her return to Asia. Monica holds a MA

in Philosophy, Politics and Economics from Oxford University and is a member of the

Chartered Institute of Bankers of England and Wales.
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SENIOR MANAGEMENT AND PROFESSIONAL TEAM (CON’T)

Danny Lee – Vice President

Danny joined imGO at its inception in June 2000 from one of the Company’s major

shareholders, Investor Asia Ltd. where he was a Senior Associate. His extensive experience

encompasses both investment and technology expertise from around the globe, with a

specific emphasis on Asia. While at Investor Asia, he managed private equity transactions in

Asia-Pacific (ex-Japan) which combined a business focus on the PRC and a technology focus

in IT services and semiconductor equipment. Prior to that, Danny played an integral role in

the China Investment Banking team for Lehman Brothers in Hong Kong, advising companies

on a range of financing services including equity placement, debt origination and M&A

advisory. Previously, he was with Lehman Brothers in New York, focusing on project

financing in the global power and telecom sectors and working on deals spanning the US,

Latin America and the Asia Pacific region.

Earlier in his career, Danny served as a director on the Board of eBis (previously known as

PanSKY), one of the largest system integrators in the PRC today and SHK China fund, a

vehicle investing in various industries in the PRC, ranging from technology to consumer

industries. His investment experience also includes major transactions across the region such

as Amkor Technologies (S. Korea and US), Lerado Holdings (HK), and ASM Pacific (HK).

Danny holds a BA in Economics from Columbia University. He is trilingual in Mandarin,

Cantonese and English.

Tyson Li – Vice President

Tyson joined imGO in April 2001 from Asia.com where he was Vice President of Product

Planning. While at Asia.com, Tyson was responsible for developing their wireless and web

product line strategy, technology execution plan and revenue models.

Before Asia.com, Tyson spend the majority of his career in the telecommunications industry

with Nortel Networks. In Nortel’s wireless division, he held senior roles in product

management and marketing in Hong Kong, Singapore and Ottawa respectively. Tyson also

spent a number of years in the digital video and interactive TV industry with DiviCom, a

digital TV hardware and solutions vendor based in Silicon Valley in their product

management group. Tyson’s technology expertise includes the wireless, internet, integrated

circuit and multimedia sectors. Tyson holds a MBA from the Wharton School of Business,

University of Pennsylvania, and a Bachelor of Applied Science in Electronics Engineering

from Simon Fraser University in Vancouver, Canada.
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SENIOR MANAGEMENT AND PROFESSIONAL TEAM (CON’T)

Calvin Chan – Financial Controller

Calvin joined imGO in August 2000. He has more than thirteen years of auditing, financial

management and accounting experience in Hong Kong. Prior to joining the Company, he had

worked with a listed infrastructure and property investment group, Hopewell Holdings Ltd., as

Group Chief Accountant and several other local listed companies as well.

Calvin is a fellow member of the Association of Chartered Certified Accountants (UK) and

the Hong Kong Society of Accountants. He also holds a Master degree in Finance from the

City University of Hong Kong.

Wendy Kwok – Company Secretary

Wendy joined imGO in February 2001. She has extensive experience in the full spectrum of

corporate services. Prior to joining the Company, she had worked with a number of leading

listed companies in Hong Kong and international professional accountancy firms.

Wendy is a fellow member of The Institute of Chartered Secretaries and Administrators (UK)

and The Hong Kong Institute of Company Secretaries. She holds a MBA (Executive) from the

City University of Hong Kong.


